Addition Of Sauce Enhances Finger-Snack Intake Among Japanese Elderly People With Dementia
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Purpose: The previous study demonstrated that the addition of a sauce is an effective means of influencing the consumption of finger foods among French elderly people with dementia. However, it is unclear the relative importance of low-level sensory factors such as flavor and a semi-solid nature and high-level cognitive factors such as memory stimulation and familiarity to the effect of the addition of sauce on food intake. The present study investigated whether the addition of sauce affects finger-snack intake among Japanese elderly people with dementia who were not familiar with sauce dipping.

Patients And Methods: A total of 21 patients with dementia who were recruited in a nursing home in Tokyo received a plate of cut baumkuchen (a very thinly layered German roll cake), which had pieces of baumkuchen both with and without sauce, at their afternoon snack time. The amount of food intake and the first choice between options were measured for each participant. We used chocolate (in Experiment 1, n = 21) and agave (Experiment 2, n = 14) syrups as sauce samples.

Results: Results of both experiments demonstrate that snack consumption was greater for the with-sauce options than for the without-sauce options. A 90.5% of the participants in Experiment 1 and 64.3% of participants in Experiment 2 ate more snacks with sauce than without sauce.

Conclusion: These findings imply that low-level sensory factors such as flavor and a semi-solid nature contribute relatively more strongly to the enhancement of food consumption with the addition of sauce than do high-level cognitive factors such as memory stimulation and familiarity, because Japanese elderly people are not always familiar with the custom of wiping up the sauce with food.
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Introduction

Dementia is a disorder where a significant decline from one’s previous level of cognition causes interference in occupational, domestic, or social functioning. It is characterized by global cognitive impairment with a decline in memory and at least in one other cognitive domain, such as language, visuospatial function or executive function.1,2 Dementia is one of the most significant diseases of aging, and it is estimated that more than 46 million people are currently living with dementia worldwide; without a way to stop or slow its progression, there will be a tripling of this number to more than 131 million by 2050.3,4 Most dementia in the elderly is caused by some degree of neurodegeneration. Some common degenerative dementia in the elderly are Alzheimer’s disease, dementia with Lewy bodies, frontotemporal lobe degeneration and Parkinson’s disease.1
Weight loss and under-nutrition are common problems with dementia. Because dementia leads to both cognitive and physical decline, nutrition is frequently impaired in elderly people with dementia. As dementia progresses, a decline in cognition may cause individuals to become unable to recognize and communicate hunger and thirst. They may forget to eat or forget how to eat, lose the ability to recognize food items, and lose the ability to concentrate during mealtimes. In addition, physical decline, such as loss of sensory acuity with aging and disease, may lead to a decline in the pleasantness of the taste and smell of foods. Sensory loss which influences the appeal of foods may reduce interest in food. These cognitive and physical factors can result in a reduction of the amount of food consumed, and inadequate oral intake can lead to impaired swallowing (dysphasia), which can lead to aspiration pneumonia.

Various interventions have been developed in order to improve food intake in elderly people with dementia. The approaches of these interventions are broadly categorized into the following types: food improvement, nutritional supplements, feeding assistance, meal service delivery style, staff training and dining environment.

With respect to the food improvement approach, Pouyet et al investigated the effects of three factors, including the addition of a sauce, change in shape, and color contrast enhancement, on the consumption of finger foods in elderly Alzheimer’s disease patients living in nursing homes in France. Their results demonstrated that the addition of a sauce is an effective means of influencing first choice and total consumption of finger foods, while also enhancing color contrast by creating two layers. Across four sessions, the finger foods with a sauce were more frequently chosen first and more often consumed than those without sauce. Pouyet et al discussed two possible explanations for why the addition of sauce increased the attractiveness of finger foods: one was derived from low-level sensory factors and another was derived from high-level cognitive factors. One possible explanation for their results lies in the sensory appeal of adding sauce to food. The addition of a sauce could contribute to sensory attractiveness because it influences the taste and flavor of food and produces or enhances the visual contrast between the food and the dish. Such sensory appeal may compensate for sensory losses suffered by elderly people with dementia. A sauce was also identified as a way to moisten the foods, and thus might facilitate chewing and swallowing and aid in the passage of foods through the digestive system.

Another possible explanation for their results lies in high-level cognitive factors such as long-term memory. The presence of a sauce may seem to be an important element because older generations of French people are used to eating dishes that include sauces. Indeed, their participants were suffering from Alzheimer’s disease, but nevertheless retained the habit of wiping up the sauce with the finger foods. These results suggest that the addition of a sauce could trigger memory stimulation in elderly people with dementia. It is widely known that familiarity is a critical factor in food choice and preference, and the addition of a sauce can enhance the familiarity of food.

While both low-level sensory factors and high-level cognitive factors contribute to food attractiveness and consumption in elderly people with dementia, it would be worthwhile to explore the relative importance of those sensory and cognitive factors to the effect of the addition of sauce on food intake because this knowledge may be useful when considering the effectiveness of adding sauces to daily meal preparations for elderly people with dementia; which is to say, is the addition of sauce on food also effective for elderly people with dementia in countries where the elderly may not be familiar with sauce dipping?

Here, we explored whether the addition of a sauce affects finger-snack intake among Japanese elderly people with dementia. Compared to France and other Western countries, wiping up the sauce with food may not be common among elderly people in Japan. Thus, if the addition of sauce also enhances food intake among elderly people with dementia in Japan, it could be thought that low-level sensory factors have a stronger contribution to the addition-of-sauce effect than do high-level cognitive factors such as memory stimulation. In the present study, we used a finger snack rather than the finger foods used in Pouyet et al because finger snacks are commonly consumed by nursing-home residents in Japan while finger foods (i.e., non-snack foods eaten with one’s fingers) are not. Furthermore, sweet snacks are considered a potential tool for nutritional intervention with elderly people with dementia because they tend to prefer sweet foods.

The present study consisted of two experiments. In Experiment 1, we used paired comparison tests to compare participants’ choices and consumption rates of a finger snack (pieces of cut baumkuchen, which is a thinly layered German roll cake) with chocolate sauce and without sauce in real-life snack-time situations. We used a chocolate sauce because it is a typical sauce for sweets and has a
color (dark brown) that has a high visual contrast with the light color of the baumkuchen and the white plate.

In Experiment 2, we used paired comparison tests, as in Experiment 1, to compare participants’ choices and consumption rates of a finger snack (pieces of cut baumkuchen) with agave sauce and without sauce. We used an agave sauce because it has a color (pale yellow) with a low visual contrast with the baumkuchen and the white plate while its sweetness is similar to that of chocolate sauce. By comparing the results between Experiments 1 and 2, we explored whether the addition of a sauce with a highly contrasting color is more effective for enhancing food attractiveness than the addition of a sauce with a less contrasting color.

**Materials And Methods**

**Experiment 1**

**Design**

Experiment 1 was based on a within-subject factor design (with and without chocolate sauce) with participant snack consumption and the type of snack first chosen as dependent variables.

**Participants**

Twenty-one participants (14 females and 7 males) who had been diagnosed with dementia were recruited for this study, with ages from 73 to 93 years (average age: 84.0±6.1 years). Their cognitive abilities were measured using the Revised Hasegawa’s Dementia Scale (HDS-R), which is widely employed to screen for dementia as well as the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE). Participants’ HDS-R scores ranged from 0 (cognition severely impaired) to 17 (cognition moderately impaired). They were not allergic or intolerant to any of the foods provided in this study. They were all recruited in a nursing home in Tokyo, Japan. Their swallowing functions were evaluated by dentists and there were no significant concerns regarding chewing and swallowing abilities. Participants’ BMI ranged from 15.1 kg/m² to 24.1 kg/m² with a mean BMI of 19.8 kg/m² (SD = 2.5). The research followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written family consent was obtained for each participant prior to the experiments. The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee of the Geriatric Health Services Facility Nanohana, Tokyo, Japan.

**Food Samples**

The finger snack used in this study was cut portions of baumkuchen (Mujirushi Ryohin Atsugiri baum). A large piece of baumkuchen was cut into smaller pieces weighing about 7.8 g each. The sauce used in this experiment was chocolate syrup (Hershey’s chocolate syrup). Details of all food samples are given in Table 1. Each participant was given one white plate with six separate areas, which contained three pieces of cut baumkuchen with sauce and three pieces without sauce (2 × 3 finger snacks, Figure 1A). Additional snacks were also prepared for any participant who might request more. There were no participants who indicated a strong dislike for baumkuchen.

**Procedure**

The study session was conducted in a nursing home during the afternoon snack time, from 14:30 to 15:00 hrs. Staff

---

**Table 1** Nutritional Details Of Food Samples Used In This Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cut Baumkuchen</th>
<th>Sauce Per Plate (9g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Portion (8g)</td>
<td>1 Plate Including 6 Portions (48g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy (kcal)</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>199.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbohydrate (g)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein (g)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat (g)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (mg)</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>49.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 1** Food samples used in this study.

A: with/without chocolate sauce

B: with/without agave sauce
members accompanied each participant to her/his own chair or wheelchair space in the dining room. After that, a plate of snacks containing three pieces of baumkuchen with sauce and three pieces without sauce and a cup of tea were put in front of each participant. Which snacks, with or without sauce, were oriented closest to the participant was counterbalanced among participants. The care staff informed the participants that they could use their fingers to eat. If a participant refused to taste a finger snack, the staff removed the plate and offered an ordinary snack of the day. If a participant requested only pieces without sauce, the staff served 6 pieces all without sauce. If a participant finished her/his plate and asked for more snacks, the care staff could supply one more plate of snacks. Thus, each participant could consume a maximum of 12 pieces of baumkuchen (with the standard consumption choices being 6 with and 6 without sauce). Once the participant no longer wanted any more snacks, the care staff removed the plate. The remainder of snack time did not change from the usual program.

Following Pouyet et al., the care staff were asked to complete a questionnaire on how the participants behaved during snack time, including their first choice and their snack consumption. In the first-choice section of the questionnaire, the care staff were asked to answer which type of snack the participant put in her/his mouth first (with or without sauce). In the snack consumption section of the questionnaire, the care staff were asked to record the number of each type of finger snack left on the plate by the participant. If a participant spontaneously dipped any of her/his snacks without sauce in the remaining sauce and ate them, it was counted as with sauce. The care staff were also asked to note if participants requested additional finger snacks and anything else they noticed.

Data Analyses
For each participant, the consumption of snacks with and without sauce was measured based on the number of finger snacks given to them. A finger snack left unfinished on a plate was counted as half a finger snack having been consumed. To determine whether the addition of sauce affected finger-snack intake, a paired t-test with the addition of sauce on finger-snack consumption was performed.

We also calculated how many people chose snacks with sauce first during the experimental session. The probability that a snack with or without sauce would be chosen first most frequently was calculated using the binomial test with a two-sided hypothesis.

Experiment 2
Design
Experiment 2 was based on a within-subject factor design (with and without agave sauce) with participant snack consumption and the type of snack first chosen as dependent variables.

Participants
Fourteen participants (9 females and 5 males) who had been diagnosed with dementia were recruited for this study, with ages from 73 to 93 years (average age: 82.9±6.6 years). Participants’ HDS-R scores ranged from 0 (cognition severely impaired) to 24 (roughly normal cognition). Participants’ BMI ranged from 15.1 kg/m\(^2\) to 22.0 kg/m\(^2\) with a mean BMI of 19.3 kg/m\(^2\) (SD = 2.3). All of them had participated in Experiment 1 at least 1 month earlier.

Food Samples
The finger snack used in this study was almost the same as that used in Experiment 1, but had a different type of sauce (Figure 1B). The sauce used in this experiment was an agave syrup (Maya Gold Organic agave syrup). Details of all food samples are given in Table 1.

Procedure
The overall procedure for Experiment 2 was identical to that for Experiment 1.

Data Analyses
Data analysis for snack consumption and the first choice was identical to that of Experiment 1. In order to determine whether the type of sauce affected finger-snack intake, a paired t-test with the type of sauce on snack consumption was performed using the data of fourteen participants who participated in both Experiments 1 and 2.

Results
Experiment 1
Snack Consumption
Figure 2 shows snack intake in the presence or absence of sauce. The mean amount of snacks with chocolate sauce consumed was 7.8 pieces (SD = 2.9). This is 82.8% of the mean total amount (9.4 pieces; SD = 3.0) of snacks consumed. In this experiment, 90.5% of the participants ate more snacks with sauce than without sauce and 81.0% of them spontaneously dipped their snacks without sauce in the remaining sauce and ate them. The mean finger-snack intake was greater with sauce than without sauce, \(t(20) = 8.3, p < 0.001, d = 2.6\). Nineteen of twenty-one participants exhibited greater intake of
snacks with sauce than without sauce, while two participants had equal consumption.

In order to clarify the relationship between the cognitive status of a participant and the selection rate of snacks with sauce chosen, we calculated the correlation coefficient between the HDS-R score and the selection rate of snacks with sauce (this is calculated by the amount of snacks with sauce consumed/total amount of snacks consumed). The results showed that there was no significant correlation between HDS-R scores and the selection rate of snacks with sauce ($r = 0.21$, $t (19) = 0.9$, n.s.).

**First Choice**

The results of a binominal test showed that neither snack (with or without sauce) was chosen first significantly more often than the other (33.3% for snacks with sauce, 66.7% for snacks without sauce, $p = 0.189$).

Although the position of sauce/no-sauce snacks on the plate was counterbalanced across participants, the care staff reported that many participants took their first snack from the front side (oriented closer to the participant) of their plates regardless of whether or not it had sauce. In order to confirm these observations, we performed an additional binominal test to examine whether the position of the snacks (front side closer to the participant or back side) affected the first choice of snacks consumed. Results showed that participants significantly chose snacks from the front side first more frequently than from the back side (76.2% for snacks on the front side, 23.8% for snacks on the back side, $p = 0.027$; Table 2).

**Experiment 2**

**Snack Consumption**

Figure 3 shows snack intake in the presence or absence of sauce. The mean amount of snacks with agave sauce (low visual contrast) consumed was 6.9 pieces (SD = 2.2). This is 66.9% of the mean total amount (10.4 pieces; SD = 2.6) of snacks consumed. In this experiment, 64.3% of the participants ate more snacks with sauce than without sauce and 50.0% of the participants spontaneously dipped their snacks without sauce in the remaining sauce and ate them. The mean finger-snack intake was greater with sauce than without sauce, $t (13) = 3.5$, $p < 0.001$, $d = 1.4$. Nine of fourteen participants exhibited greater intake of snacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Relationship Between The Position Of Snacks On A Plate And Participant’s First Choice In Snack Intake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Front Side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number chosen first</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * $p < 0.05$ in the binominal test with a two-sided hypothesis.
with sauce than without sauce, while five participants had equal intake.

As with Experiment 1, the correlation coefficient between the HDS-R scores and the selection rate of snacks with sauce was calculated. The results showed that there was no significant correlation between HDS-R scores and the selection rate of snacks with sauce ($r = 0.14$, $t (12) = 0.5$, n.s.).

**First Choice**

The results of a binominal showed that neither snack (with or without sauce) was chosen first significantly more often than the other (35.7% for snacks with sauce, 64.3% for snacks without sauce, $p = 0.607$). However, the results of an additional binominal test which explored whether the position of snacks (front side closer to participants) or back side) affected the first choice showed that participants tended to choose snacks from the front side more frequently than those from the back side (a marginal significance: 78.6% for snacks on the front side, 21.4% for snacks on the back side, $p = 0.057$; Table 2).

**Comparison Of The Snack Intake Between Chocolate And Agave Sauce**

Table 3 shows the amount of snack intake in the presence of chocolate or agave sauce. The mean finger-snack intake was greater with chocolate sauce than with agave sauce, $t (13) = 3.1$, $p < 0.01$, $d = 1.2$. The total amount of snacks consumed, including snacks with and without sauce, did not differ significantly between experimental sessions ($t (13) = 0.1$, n.s.; Table 2).

**Discussion**

The main objective of the current study was to examine whether the addition of sauce affects finger-snack intake among Japanese elderly people with dementia. Results of both experiments conducted in this study demonstrate that snack consumption was greater for the with-sauce options than for the without-sauce options among Japanese elderly people with dementia. These results are consistent with Pouyet et al., who showed that French elderly people with Alzheimer’s disease consumed more finger foods with a sauce than without sauce. The present findings imply that low-level sensory factors have a relatively stronger contribution to the enhancement of food consumption with the addition of sauce than do high-level cognitive factors because Japanese elderly people are not always accustomed to wiping up the sauce with food. While, to the best of our knowledge, there is no custom of eating baumkuchen with sauce in Japan, we obtained no direct measure of participants’ familiarity with or habit of wiping up the sauce with food, so we cannot be certain whether eating snacks with sauce was unfamiliar to each participant. Some participants spontaneously reported that they had never eaten such a delicious snack after the experiment, but such comments are only qualitative introspections of participants and are not quantitative. This prevented us from precisely determining which factors led to the current results. The present results demonstrate that food consumption was greater for the with-sauce options than for the without-sauce options among Japanese elderly people with dementia, results which are in accord with those from a study conducted in France. To make clear the influences of the sensory and cognitive factors of the addition of sauce on food consumption among elderly people with dementia, further studies that control for the familiarity with or eating habit of wiping up the sauce with food among participants are necessary.

According to the total amount of finger snacks consumed, our participants ate more snacks with sauce than without sauce, regardless of the kind of sauce. In Experiment 1, the mean amount of snacks with chocolate sauce (high visual contrast) consumed was 7.8 pieces (SD = 2.9). This is 82.8% of the mean total amount (10.4 pieces; SD = 2.4) of snacks consumed. In Experiment 2, the mean amount of snacks with agave sauce (low visual contrast) consumed was 6.9 pieces (SD = 2.2). This is 66.9% of the mean total amount (10.4 pieces; SD = 2.6) of snacks consumed. In Japan, people usually eat baumkuchen without sauce, as in other countries, and, thus, it is considered that the addition of sauce is an unfamiliar way to eat baumkuchen for Japanese elderly people. Appleton examined the effect of the addition of sauce on food intake among elderly people in the UK. She found that the energy consumed in meals was higher for meals in a with-sauce condition than for those in a without-sauce condition, whereas the results of a self-report questionnaire showed that there were no significant differences in food preference and familiarity between conditions. Furthermore, the flavor
enhancement of food would contribute to enhancing the pleasure of eating and interest in food among elderly people with dementia because they usually have some olfactory dysfunctions related to age and disease which influence their decreased food consumption. It has been suggested that sensory factors such as the semi-solid nature and flavor of sauces might contribute to increased meal consumption.

The present results show that there are no significant correlations between HDS scores and the selection rate of snacks with sauce. These results suggest that the addition of sauce had a generally positive impact on snack intake regardless of the cognitive ability of participants. On the other hand, some previous studies have shed light on the individual differences in the effects of food improvements on food intake and preference among older adults. For instance, Appleton demonstrated that there are some individual differences in the impact of the addition of sauce on a meal among healthy free-living older adults. In her study, 50.0% of the participants showed greater protein intakes at a lunch meal served with sauce. However, 36.5% of the participants showed lower protein intake in response to adding the sauce. She discussed that these differences were not explained by participants’ gender, age or subjective evaluations toward foods. Pouyet also demonstrated that food liking in response to the flavor enhancement manipulation was dependent on the cognitive status of older adults, whereas food intake was increased by the same manipulation regardless of the cognitive status of participants. In the present study, 9.5% of the participants in Experiment 1 and 35.7% of the participants in Experiment 2, who are of various genders, ages and HDS-R scores, exhibited equal intake between snacks with and without sauce, while the majority of both sets of participants exhibited greater intake of snacks with sauce than without sauce. In order to make clear the factors determining these individual differences in the effect of the addition of sauce on food intake and evaluation, further studies are required.

In the current study, some differences in food consumption depending on the kind of sauce were observed. In Experiment 2, participants ate larger amounts of finger snacks with agave sauce than those without sauce. These results suggest that participants perceived the presence of the sauce despite its low-contrast color compared with the snack. However, the mean finger-snack intake was significantly greater for snacks with the chocolate sauce than for those with the agave sauce even though the total amount of snacks consumed, including snacks with and without sauce, did not differ significantly between experimental sessions. One may argue that there is a possibility that the order effect was responsible for the participants’ eating behavior because all of our participants were presented the chocolate sauce option first (Experiment 1) and the agave sauce option second (Experiment 2). These confounding settings in the experiments were concessions mainly due to clinical and ethical issues: It was thought that differences of menu between participants or division of the dining room to allow separate areas for each condition might give rise to anxiety and restlessness among elderly people with dementia. If the order effect was a critical influence on the present results, it is hypothesized that the amount of snacks with sauce eaten would be greater in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1 because familiarity with the eating style of wiping up the sauce with food would be greater in the later session than in the earlier session. As mentioned above, it is widely known that familiarity is a critical factor in food choice and preference. Our participants, however, showed the opposite pattern of consumption; thus, the present results cannot be explained by the order effect alone. One possible reason for the present results is the difference in visual contrast, especially in the lightness contrast between the chocolate and agave sauces. Several studies on food improvement, dishware and eating environment have demonstrated that a high visual contrast aids in the perception of the presence of and the remaining amount of a meal for elderly people with dementia. For instance, Dunne et al demonstrated that food and fluid intake increased among patients with severe Alzheimer’s disease when high-contrast (red) dishes, compared to low-contrast (white) dishes, were provided. The researchers pointed out that elderly people with Alzheimer’s disease tend to exhibit deficits in visual contrast sensitivity, and therefore to have difficulty distinguishing a plate from a table setting, food from a plate, or liquid from its container without sufficient contrast. These difficulties might lead to a reduction in consumption. Thus, enhancing contrast in the eating environment would be an effective way to help elderly people with Alzheimer’s disease in the aspect of food recognition. The present results suggest that the chocolate sauce with its dark brown color may have aided our participants in distinguishing the snack from the white plate. Another possible explanation for the present results lies in the difference in flavor between the sauces. The flavors of the chocolate and agave sauces differed, while the sweetness of the sauces was similar. None of the
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participants exhibited distaste toward the flavor of either sauce during the experimental sessions. However, we did not quantitatively measure their preferences toward the sauces by self-report because of reliability concerns. In the present study, we did not tightly control the flavor of the sauces used because we focused mainly on the relative importance of low-level sensory factors, including visual contrast and flavor, and high-level cognitive factors, such as eating culture, in the effect of the addition of a sauce on food intake among elderly people with dementia. To elucidate the relative importance of several sensory factors, further experiments tightly controlling sauce stimuli for color, flavor, taste and order of presentation are required. A promising strategy would be the use of agave sauce with artificial coloring (low-, middle-, and high-contrast colors) because agave sauce basically has a low-contrast color that is not canonical for Japanese people.

The present results also show that there were no significant differences between with- and without-sauce options for first choice regardless of the kind of sauce. These results are inconsistent with Pouyet et al. who reported that finger foods with sauce were chosen before those without sauce. Our additional analyses revealed that the participants tended to choose snacks from the front side (closest to the participant) of the dish in both Experiments 1 and 2. While it is thought that the first choice of food reflects the attractiveness of that food, the present results imply that the accessibility of the food may also affect food-choice behavior among elderly people with dementia. While several studies have argued that accessibility plays an important role in food choice and food intake, the present findings suggest that minimal accessibility, such as how foods are arranged on a single dish, affects food choice among elderly people with dementia. In the present study, because the total snack consumption was greater for the with-sauce option than for the without-sauce option regardless of the first choice, it is thought that this accessibility effect is limited to the first choice. To generalize and elucidate the relationship between food arrangement on a dish and first-choice behavior, further experiments that include healthy elder and young people are required. If the present results are replicated, this very simple implication that people tend to take food from the closer side of a dish could contribute to the feeding assistance of elderly people.

The present findings may provide some important insight into menu improvements both in households and in residential or nursing homes as well as for product development in the food industry. The addition of a sauce may be an effective approach for improving food consumption among elderly people with dementia because adding sauce to solid food can not only aid in the passage of food through the digestive system, but also enhance the flavor and visual contrast of the food. Furthermore, sauce is an option and each individual can decide how much sauce she/he uses. Thus, using sauces may be an easy way to address individual differences such as taste preferences and degree of swallowing ability. Milte et al. argued that the sensory appeal of food is highly important despite cognitive impairment. The addition of sauce is one simple way to improve the sensory appeal of a meal and may have high applicability for menu arrangement.

The present results are subject to some limitations. Firstly, the effects of the addition of sauce on finger-food consumption among Japanese elderly people with dementia were examined for only baumkuchen. While baumkuchen is a familiar and popular snack in Japanese nursing homes, further studies that involve various snacks and meals are required to generalize the present findings. Secondly, following Pouyet at al., the present study employed paired comparison techniques to compare the participants’ choice of snacks between with- and without-sauce options. This prevents us from examining the impact of the addition of sauce on the energy intake among elderly people with dementia accurately because we cannot assume how much of a snack would be consumed if only one option was presented. Thus, further studies based on a two-group experimental design (the addition of sauce: with sauce vs without sauce), in which participants’ food consumption is tracked, are also required. Furthermore, Appleton also considered compensation for earlier intake at subsequent meals in the effect of the addition of sauce. To make clear the degree of the compensation effect with the addition of sauce among elderly people with dementia, measuring the amount of consumption at subsequent meals is also required. Thirdly, psychological evaluations, including preference and taste intensity of food, were not measured in this study because such rating tasks may be difficult for cognitively impaired older adults to answer. However, such evaluations of foods may contribute to why participants had more pieces with sauce than without sauce. Thus, more convenient methods to assess participants’ evaluations are needed. For instance, Pouyet et al. proposed a step-by-step evaluation of food liking for cognitively impaired older adults and indicated that there was a moderately positive correlation between food liking and...
food intake among their participants. Such techniques would be useful in assessing psychological evaluations of food in elderly people with dementia.

Conclusion
The main interest of the present study is whether the wiping up of sauce with food is effective for increasing the amount of food consumed by elderly people with dementia not only in French but also in Japanese samples. The results show that snack consumption was greater for the with-sauce options than for the without-sauce options among Japanese elderly people with dementia. These results confirm previous findings, which demonstrated that the addition of sauce had a positive impact on food consumption among French elderly people with dementia. Although there are some methodological limitations, as mentioned above, these findings serve as one step towards understanding eating behavior among elderly people with dementia. To accelerate progress in this area, further research is necessary in order to clarify what and how sensory and cognitive factors contribute to food acceptance and attractiveness among elderly people with dementia.
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